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Abstract
Studies have suggested that proper postural control is essential for the development of reaching. However, little research has examined the development of the coordination between posture and manual control throughout childhood. We investigated the coordination between posture and manual control in 7- and 10-year-old children, and adults during a precision fitting task as task constraints became more difficult. Participants fit a block through an opening as arm kinematics, trunk kinematics and center of pressure data were collected. During the fitting task the precision, postural and visual constraints of the task were manipulated. Young children adopted a strategy where they first move their trunk towards the opening and then stabilize their trunk (freeze degrees of freedom) as the precision manual task is being performed. In contrast, adults and older children make compensatory trunk movements as the task is being performed. 10-year-old children were similar to adults under the less constrained task conditions, but resembled the 7-year-old children under the more challenging tasks. The ability to either suppress or allow postural fluctuations based on the constraints of a supra-postural task begins to develop at about ten-years-of-age. This ability, once developed, allows children to learn specific segmental movements required to complete a task within an environmental context.
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Introduction
Individuals do not typically stand for the sake of standing. Rather, bipedal stance affords other goal-directed behaviors such as reaching and manipulating objects. Proper motor function, therefore, requires that the postural system is integrated and coordinated with other goal-directed behaviors in a way that allows specific tasks to be performed while balance is maintained (Gardner et al., 2001; Riccio & Stoffregen, 1988).

In adults, movements of the trunk are integrated with hand and arm movements. Ma and Feldman (1995) identified two functional synergies used to complete a reaching task involving the trunk. The first, termed a reaching synergy, is responsible for transporting the
hand to the target. The second, a compensatory synergy, moves the trunk and the arms
without influencing the trajectory of the hand. The compensatory synergy allows for trunk
fluctuations without negatively affecting the trajectory of the hand and arm. These trunk
fluctuations are important because they help maintain a flexible system which is capable of
attenuating perturbations that could occur during the movement.

The postural system is also highly integrated with goal-directed behaviors and will regulate
postural sway in accordance with the constraints of a concurrently performed task. When
performing manual behaviors (such as reaching and pointing), the center of mass (CoM) is
often translated within the base of support (in an anticipatory or temporally coordinated
manner) to aid in the completion of the manual task (Pozzo, Stapley, & Papaxanthis, 2002;
Patron, Stapley & Pozzo, 2005; Stapley, Pozzo, Cheron, & Grishin, 1999; Kaminski &
Simpkins, 2001). However, when performing actions that require more precision (e.g.
standing and reading), postural fluctuations are minimized in order to complete the task
(Stoffregen et al., 1999; Bardy et al., 1999).

The Developmental Coordination of Posture and Manual Control in Infancy
The development of many motor milestones such as reaching (Bertenthal & Clifton, 1998)
and locomotion (Adolph, 2000) depends to a large degree on the coordination between
posture and goal-directed behaviors (Bertenthal & Clifton, 1998; von Hofsten, 1993). Two
independent lines of research, the development of anticipatory postural control and the
developmental effects of postural stabilization on reaching, have suggested that posture
begins to integrate with goal-directed behaviors early in infancy.

Anticipatory postural responses, where the postural muscles activate prior to the prime
mover muscles, are scaled to the movement and allow stability to be maintained while the
task is performed (Aruin, Forrest, & Latash, 1998). At 8-months-of-age, infants begin to
activate postural muscles in a task specific manner (van der Fits et al., 1999; von Hofsten,
1993). Soon after, postural trunk muscles with latencies similar to that of adults are activated
when reaching (von Hofsten & Woollacott, 1989). Several months later, as the child
approaches one-year-of-age and gains the capabilities of independent stance, anticipatory
postural strategies are used to control the CoM within a much narrower base of support
(Forssberg & Nashner, 1982) and are adaptable based on the goal or context of the
movement (van der Fits et al., 1999).

An immature postural system slows the development of many motor milestones.
Specifically, tasks such as reaching and grasping are impossible to perform without the
proper level of postural control (Bertenthal & Clifton, 1998; Gibson & Pick, 2000; von
Hofsten, 1993). For example, spontaneous arm movements observed in neonates become
much more accurate when postural support is provided (von Hofsten, 1993). Even after the
development of reaching, 6-month-olds produce more mature reaches when external
postural support is given (Hopkins & Rönqvist, 2001). Interestingly, infants seem to be
sensitive to their own postural shortcomings and reach less when objects are outside of arm's
length (McKenzie et al., 1993). This general finding has also been observed in a visually
challenging environment (when the room is dark), where 6-month-old infants do not reach
for sounding objects outside of their reaching capabilities (Clifton et al., 1991). Around the
time independent sitting emerges, infants will begin to use their trunk to lean and grasp
objects outside of arms' length. (Yonas et al., 1993; Rochat & Goubert, 1995).

Development of the Coordination between Posture and Manual Control
Children exhibit adult-like kinematic reaching profiles by 2-years-of-age (Berthier & Keen,
2006). However, the postural system continues to develop through childhood. Between 4-6-
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years-of-age the postural system is in a transition period where more adult-like postural responses are beginning to emerge (Shumway-Cook & Woolacott, 1985). This transition period is delayed to approximately 10-years-of-age when children are examined under more difficult (compared to the traditional quiet stance) paradigms, such as when responding to sensory conflicts, dynamic visual information or during manual precision fitting tasks (Baumberger et al. 2004; Sparto et al. 2006; Haddad et al. 2008).

Infant reaching research is typically conducted with the child securely fastened to a modified high chair or secured in the parent’s lap. The importance of posture in these paradigms is therefore minimized because balance is never challenged. To date, only a few studies have examined reaching behavior in young children when the trunk (a segment involved in both reaching and posture) either was not secured or was a required degree of freedom to complete the task (Haddad, Claxton & Keen, 2005; Rochat & Goubet, 1995; Yonas & Hartman, 1993). In these studies, it was observed that coordinated reaching movements involving the trunk segment emerge around 12-months-of-age. However, this coordination is immature compared to adults, suggesting that under more difficult task constraints the developmental time course of reaching may be delayed. Not until 8-10 years-of-age do children exhibit adult-like coordination between trunk and hand movements (Schneiberg, Sveistrup, McFadyen, McKinley & Levin, 2002).

While there are many studies examining reaching in infants and children in the absence of any postural perturbations and many studies examining the postural system in the absence of any suprapostural task, little information exists regarding the exact time course and mechanisms underlying the developmental coordination between posture and manual control in children. The purpose of this paper was, therefore, to examine the coordination between posture and manual control in 7- and 10-year-old children and adults as the constraints (distance, precision and vision) of a precision fitting task were systematically manipulated. The fitting task required participants to stand and fit a block through either a large or small opening that was placed at either arms' length or 1.33 arms; length from the body. The fitting movement was divided into three phases; the accelerative, decelerative and adjustment. The accelerative and decelerative phase of the movement represents the time when the block is being transported towards the opening. The adjustment phase of the movement represents the time when the block is passing through the opening.

Three specific hypotheses were examined. First, it was hypothesized that children would stiffen their trunk segment (exhibit a decrease in trunk speed as the block is being transported towards the opening and an increased trunk straightness ratio) when performing a precision fitting movement. The task constraints were not predicted to influence the fitting movement during the transport of the object. A trunk stiffening strategy increases the trunk straightness ratio because little forward displacement of the trunk is present during the movement. Freezing the trunk segment would simplify the inter-segmental coordination necessary to complete the task. However, this strategy would limit the child's ability to adapt their movements to changing task constraints. Thus, a trunk freezing strategy would suggest that children do not yet have the ability to utilize more adaptive control strategies when performing standing precision manual task. More adaptive trunk control was predicted to emerge as a function of development.

The second hypothesis was that the ability to stabilize the body as the block is passing through the opening (during the adjustment phase of the movement) would improve with development. Unlike the transport phase of the fitting movement, the body must stabilize as the block is passing through the opening. Any uncontrolled body fluctuations could perturb the hand and impair manual precision. Given the precision nature of the task, the specific task constraints were also predicted to influence body stabilization in each age group during
the adjustment phase of the movement. The velocity of the trunk and center of pressure (CoP) during the adjustment phase was used to address the second hypothesis.

The third hypothesis is that coordination between the wrist and trunk and the wrist and center of pressure during the entire fitting movement would improve as a function of development. The coordination between these variables reflect how the bodies multiple degrees of freedom are coordinated and controlled during a manual task. Since more complex movements typically develop later than simpler movements, it was predicted that 10-year olds would exhibit adult-like coordination only under the less difficult task constraints (e.g. fitting the block through the large opening or at a near distance).

The three age groups were chosen because previous work has suggested that children begin to transition to more adult levels of postural control around 7-years-of-age under static tasks and around 10-years-of-age under more complex tasks. Thus, these ages were thought to capture the major postural transition periods. Although previous studies have mostly examined the coordination between posture and manual control using either a pointing or grasping task, we chose a fitting task while standing. It was believed the constraints and stability requirements of a standing precision task would be accentuated over a seated grasping or pointing paradigm.

Method

Participants

Fifty-seven participants, divided across three age group, were recruited. Group 1 consisted of 7-year-old children (n=19, mean = 7 years, 36 days; SD = 80 days). Group 2 consisted of 10-year-old children (n=19, mean = 10 years, 18 days; SD = 153 days). Group 3 consisted of college-aged adults (n=19, mean = 20 years, 29 days; SD = 2 years, 157 days). The methodologies and consent form were approved by the University of Massachusetts Institutional Review Board. The 7- and 10-year-old participants were identified from state birth records. A recruitment letter was then sent to parents followed by a phone call. The parents of the 7- and 10-year-old children signed the informed consent. Children were explained the procedures using a language they would understand and gave verbal assent. Adult participants were recruited from the university undergraduate community and were free of pathologies known to influence normal postural or movement control.

Procedure

Three-dimensional kinematic data (using two VZ4000 motion trackers from Phoenix Technologies; Burnaby, British Columbia) and kinetic data (using one AMTI force platform; Watertown, MA) were collected at 100 Hz. Active infrared markers were placed on the shoulder, elbow, and wrist of the participant's dominant arm. Four markers were also attached to a rigid body and secured to the participant's trunk (between the scapulae). Arm dominance was identified as the hand the participant uses to reach for an object. Each experimental session was recorded with a digital video camera that was synchronized with the kinematic and kinetic data. Prior to the start of data collection, arm length, shoulder height, foot length, and foot width were measured and recorded. The participant was then asked to step onto the force plate with their feet shoulder width apart. All infrared markers were then secured. A small bar was placed on the force plate in front of the participant's feet so that they would not step forward during the trials.

Participants were required to fit a block (90 × 90 mm) into an object placement board while standing. The object placement board contained an opening in its center aligned with the midline of the participant. The placement board was designed so that its height, opening size, and distance relative to the participant could be easily adjusted.
In each trial, participants fit the block into either a large (130 mm) or small (100 mm) opening that was placed at either a near distance (arm's length) or a far distance (1.33 arm's length). The near and far trials were blocked and the order counterbalanced across participants. Within each near and far block, opening size (large, small) and visual manipulations (lights on, dark) were randomized. In the dark condition, the room was completely dark. The testing room contained no windows, all lights were turned off and all electronics were covered. Only the block and perimeter of the opening (which were painted with glow in the dark paint) were visible. During each condition, participants were asked to fit the block through the opening without contacting the sides of the opening. An experimenter (who stood behind the object placement board) would take the block after it was completely through the opening and then put it on a table (adjusted to waist height) in front of the participant. The participant would then retrieve the block and place it again through the opening. This sequence was repeated until five successful fits were performed. The fitting board was instrumented with an accelerometer so that a computer would make a ringing sound if the block hit the board as it was passing through the opening. The participant was asked to repeat trials where the block contacted the board as it was passed through the opening.

**Data Analysis**

The five accurate fitting trials performed within each of the conditions were analyzed (inaccurate fitting trials were not further analyzed). Out of the entire time series to emerge from each trial, only the phase where the subject was fitting the block through the opening was used for subsequent analysis. This phase was defined as the time between when the block was first lifted off the table to when the block first broke the plane of the opening. Therefore, data collected before the participant grasped the block and after the block was fit through the opening were not further analyzed.

Three main phases were observed in the speed profile of the wrist during the manual fitting task (Figure 1). During the first two phases of the fit (the accelerative and decelerative phases) the block was transported to the opening of the fitting board. The third phase, an adjustment phase, occurred when the hand was making small endpoint corrections (or adjustments) in preparation to performing the fit. When fitting through the large opening (non-precision condition) the adjustment phase was typically very small. Because the demands of the task varied based on the phase of the fitting movement, several of the kinematic and postural variables were calculated over the periods of time when the wrist was in its accelerative, decelerative and adjustment phase of the fit.

Kinematic data were collected from markers placed on the fitting arm and the trunk segment. From the markers placed on the trunk, average trunk speed over the three phases of the reach and the straightness of the trunk trajectory were all calculated. Speed was calculated using a first central difference method. The straightness of the trunk trajectory was calculated as the total path distance traveled by the trunk divided by the straight-line distance (Berthier & Keen, 2006). An increase in straightness ratio was used to indicate a trunk movement that is less straight during the reach.

Center of pressure (CoP) position – the point location of the vertical ground reaction force vector - was calculated in both the anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML) directions from the raw force plate data using equations 1 & 2.

\[
CoP(AP) = \left[ \frac{My + (Zoff \times Fx)}{Fz} \right] \times l
\]

(1)
Where: Fx, Fy, and Fz are the linear forces along the anterior-posterior (AP), medial-lateral (ML) and vertical axes, respectively. Mx and My are the moments about the AP and ML axes, respectively, and Zoff is the vertical offset from the top of the plate to the origin of the force plate coordinate system. CoP data was used to assess whole body postural movements during each fitting trial. From the AP and ML CoP data, the average speed of the net CoP and the speed of the net CoP over the three reach phases were assessed. All data was calculated using custom written Matlab software (Mathworks Inc., Natick MA).

Temporal coordination between the wrist and trunk and wrist and center of pressure (CoP) was assessed as the time between when the wrist reached maximum speed relative to the trunk (wrist – trunk coordination) and when the wrist reached maximum speed relative to the CoP (wrist – CoP coordination).

In all variables, a mixed 4-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) between age (7-year-olds, 10-year-olds and adults) and within distance (far, near), size (large, small) and light (lights on, dark) was used to assess possible differences among the dependent variables. A Tukey post-hoc test was used to assess differences between age groups when significance was found. Due to the amount of comparisons made, a conservative alpha level of .01 was established as the threshold for significance.

Results

In all variables, only the main effects of group and group by task constraint interactions are reported. Main effects of task constraints and interactions between the task constraints (distance, size, and light) are not reported since they are not needed to address the stated developmental hypotheses. The average speed of the trunk during the accelerative and decelerative phase of the fit and the trunk straightness ratio was examined to address Hypothesis 1. The average speed of the trunk and center of pressure during the adjustment phase of the fit was examined to address Hypothesis 2. The temporal coordination between the wrist and CoP and the wrist and trunk were examined to address Hypothesis 3.

Trunk Kinematics

Average trunk speed (as the wrist was in its accelerative, decelerative and adjustment phase) and the trunk straightness ratio during the fitting movement were calculated. Main effects of age and any age x task constraint interactions indicated age related differences in trunk control during the precision fitting task.

7-year-olds exhibited a significantly higher average trunk velocity during the accelerative phase of the fitting movement \( (M = 173.5 \text{ mm/s}) \) compared to the 10-year-olds \( (M = 113.6 \text{ mm/s}) \) and adults \( (M = 116.7 \text{ mm/s}) \), \( F(2, 54) = 9.76, p<.001, \eta^2=.217 \). No significant differences were observed between the 10-year-olds and adults. No interactions between age and any of the other task constraint variables were observed during the accelerative phase of the fitting movement (Figure 2a & 2b). During the decelerative phase of the fitting movement, there was a significant interaction between age and opening size. Average trunk speed was significantly greater in the 7-year-olds \( (M = 89.0 \text{ mm/s}) \) compared to the 10-year-olds \( (M = 71.1 \text{ mm/s}) \) and adults \( (M = 68.1 \text{ mm/s}) \) when fitting through the small opening. There were no differences between the 7–year-olds \( (M = 98.1) \), 10-year-olds \( (M = 86.14) \) and adults \( (M = 93.3 \text{ mm/s}) \) when fitting through the large opening; \( F(2,54) = 4.91, p=.001, \)
No interactions between age or any of the other task constraint variables were observed during either the decelerative phase of the fitting movement (Figure 2c & 2d).

During the adjustment phase of the fitting movement a 3-way age × distance × size interaction was observed. The adults tended to exhibit the lowest degree of trunk speed in the adjustment phase when fitting at the near distance (Figure 2e). 7-year-olds however exhibited the lowest degree of trunk speed when fitting at the far distance (Figure 2f) but this was the case for the large opening only, $F(2,54) = 7.703, p=.001, \eta^2_p = .243$.

A significant age × fitting distance interaction was observed in the straightness ratio of the trunk, $F(2,54)=4.36, p=.004, \eta^2_p = .192$. When the postural constraints of the fitting task were made more difficult (far condition), adults exhibited a larger straightness ratio (Figure 2). An increase straightness ratio is indicative of a less smooth reach.

**Postural Control: Center of Pressure**

During the adjustment phase of the fit, positional changes of the trunk and wrist were very small. Average CoP speed during this phase of the fit therefore represents postural movements not associated with the transport of the arm. Rather, CoP speed during the adjustment phase of the fit represents postural movements that are produced as the hand is completing the precision task. Compared to both groups of children, adults were better able to stabilize their posture as the hand was making the precision movement. Specifically, average CoP velocity during the adjustment phase was lower in the adults ($M = 39.7$ mm/s) compared to both the 10- ($M = 57.0$ mm/s) and 7-year-old children ($M = 61.7$ mm/s), $F(2,54) = 12.274, p<.000; \eta^2_p = .353$. No interactions between age and any of the task constraints were observed.

**Coordination between the Wrist and Center of Pressure**

There was a significant age × distance interaction in the coordination between the time when the wrist and CoP reached max velocity, $F(2,54)=10.81; p=.001, \eta^2_p = .247$ (Figure 3). At the near distance, peak wrist and CoP speed occurred within 50 ms in all age groups. At the far distance, peak CoP speed occurred 235 ms, 153 ms and 87 ms before peak wrist speed in the adults, 10- and 7-year-old children respectively. Post-hoc analysis revealed that 7-year-olds were significantly different from the adults ($p=.009$).

**Coordination between the Wrist and Trunk**

In all age groups and conditions the peak speed of the trunk and wrist occurred within 250 ms of each other. An age × distance × size interaction ($F(2,54)=11.67; p<.000, \eta^2_p = .275$) were found. When fitting through the small opening in the near target condition, the 10-year-olds and adults appeared to show a temporal synchronization (time lag on average of 32 ms) between the trunk and arm at the near distance (Figure 4a). The temporal coordination in the 7-year-olds was not as strong and was on average greater than 100 ms. In the far target condition, however, all age groups converged and appeared to show temporal synchronization, where the trunk and wrist reached peak speed within 50 ms of each other (Figure 4).

When fitting through the large opening, strong synchronization was observed at the near distance in all age groups (Figure 4b). At the far distance, however, the age groups diverged. In the 7-year-olds, peak trunk speed was reached approximately 125 ms after the wrist. Peak trunk speed, however, was reached before peak wrist speed in both the 10-year-olds (75 ms) and adults (200 ms).
Discussion

The current study examined how trunk, wrist and postural (CoP) movements were coordinated during a fitting task in children of varying ages and adults as distance, precision and visual constraints were manipulated. Three main findings were observed. First, compared to adults, children appear to use very different strategies to coordinate and control their trunk and arm while performing a precision manual task. Second, strategies to stabilize the block during the adjustment phase of the fitting task differ between children and adults. Third, even by 10-years-of-age children have still not developed adult-like levels of coordination and control when performing more difficult standing manual tasks.

Developmental Changes in Trunk Control during the Fitting Movement

To address Hypothesis 1, the average speed of the trunk during the accelerative and decelerative phases (the time when the block is being transported towards the opening) and the trunk straightness ratio were examined. It was hypothesized that 7-year-old children would freeze their trunk segment (lower trunk speed and higher straightness ratio) as the block was being transported towards the opening. The kinematic data did not support this hypothesis. Specifically, 7-year-old children exhibited increased trunk speed during the accelerative phase of the fit and during the decelerative phase of the fit when fitting through the small opening. The increased trunk speed in the younger children is somewhat counterintuitive since it would move their center of mass closer to the limits of the base of support, which could potentially threaten balance.

Developmental differences were also revealed when examining the path the trunk traveled (as assessed by the trunk-straightness ratio). Specifically, 7-year-olds had a lower straightness ratio compared to the 10-year-olds and adults in the far target condition. The increased straightness suggests that, when reaching for far targets, young children exhibit less motion out of the direct path of the trunk. Adults and older children may have reduced straightness of the trunk because they are generating more compensatory trunk movements to stabilize the hand as they prepare to fit the block through the opening.

These results suggest that when the constraints of the fitting task were more difficult, 7-year-old children adopted a strategy of move and stabilize. With this strategy, the trunk is quickly displaced so that the manual task can be performed (higher accelerative and decelerative trunk speeds). However, any movements not related to the goal-directed manual task are attenuated so they will not affect the endpoint trajectory. With development, the move and stabilize strategy is replaced with a more robust and adaptable move and modulate strategy. Under this strategy the dual postural and movement functions of the trunk are carried out in parallel rather than serially. That is, as the trunk is displaced to accomplish the manual behavior, simultaneous compensatory movements adjust for potential endpoint errors in a manner similar to that described by Ma and Feldman (1995).

Although potentially less adaptable, the move and stabilize strategy observed in young children may be a form of motor learning where degrees of freedom are originally frozen but then, with practice and age, are released. With the release of these degrees of freedom, movements become more expert (Bernstein, 1967; Vereijken, van Emmerik, Whiting, & Newell, 1992) and possibilities for action can be further explored (Bertenthal, 1999; Berthier, Rosenstein & Barto, 2005). A second reason why children appear to exhibit a move and stabilize strategy may be related a hypothesis originally proposed by Schneiberg et al. (2002), suggesting that children exhibit a lack of feed-forward control when involving the trunk in goal-directed movements. Adults, on the other hand, preplan movements based on a coordinate system dictated by the endpoint (Flash & Hogan, 1985).
**Endpoint Stabilization during the Precision Fitting Movement**

As the block passes through the opening (the adjustment phase), stabilization of the endpoint (the block) becomes important. If whole body postural orientations and adjustments are not properly minimized and controlled, the arm could be perturbed and accuracy of the movement or balance could be diminished (Riccio & Stoffregen, 1988). Thus, to address Hypothesis 2, the average speeds of the trunk and CoP during the adjustment phase of the fit were examined. The adjustment phase is the time during the fitting movement where the hand must make highly accurate movements to successfully fit the block through the opening. It was hypothesized that children would be less able to stabilize both trunk and center of pressure compared to adults. Additionally, it was hypothesized that trunk and CoP stabilization would improve as a function of development. Interestingly, this hypothesis was only partially supported. Rather, it appears that younger children and adults use different strategies to stabilize the endpoint.

During the adjustment phase of the fit, trunk speed was lower in 7-year-olds when the postural constraints of the task were made more difficult (fitting at the far distance) compared to adults. However, CoP speed was greater in both 7- and 10-year-old children. Adults, therefore, appear to control the endpoint by minimizing CoP movements while children control the endpoint by reducing trunk movements. The CoP stabilization strategy may be better in terms of accuracy in that a stable dynamical interaction with the support surface is adopted and maintained (Riccio, 1993). Therefore, perturbations (either externally or self induced) can be easily sensed and compensated for by shifts in the CoP. The trunk strategy exhibited by children may be slightly easier to control (e.g. it is easier to just freeze the trunk to control hand precision). However, any perturbations, especially those originating externally or in the lower extremity, would easily be transmitted through the ‘stiffer’ trunk and may impact the precision of the task. Newly reaching infants primarily generate arm movements using the trunk and shoulder joint. However, with experience, infants begin to incorporate movements of the distal arm joints into the reach (Berthier, Clifton, McCall & Robin, 1999). Interestingly, it appears that the same proximal to distal maturation observed in infants continues in older children as they learn to perform more complex tasks that require the coordination of many of the body’s degrees of freedom (Berthier et al. 1999).

Learning how to control postural orientations and adjustments based on the constraints of a supra-postural tasks could be a prime factor determining the development of motor abilities throughout childhood. Young children may begin to realize regions of permissible postural sway (thresholds of movement that still afford specific supra-postural tasks) for various movements, allowing for the development of various motor milestones (Adolph, 2002). Then, as children age, they refine their ability to modulate postural dynamics based on the goals of the supra-postural task.

The differing strategies used to stabilize the block as it passed through the opening did appear to influence fitting accuracy. In general, fitting accuracy improved with age. Specifically, fitting accuracy through the small opening was 47%, 62% and 90% for the 7- and 10-year-old children, and adult participants respectively. When fitting through the large opening all participants were accurate 100% of the time.

**Developmental Changes in the Coordination of Posture and Manual Control**

To address Hypothesis 3, the coordination between the hand and trunk and the hand and CoP was assessed during the entire fitting movement. It was hypothesized that children would exhibit poorer coordination compared to adults. Additionally, it was hypothesized that coordination would improve as a function of development.
Previous research has shown that in sitting postures, the temporal coordination between the trunk and arm attains adult-like levels by 4-5 years-of-age (Bard, Hay & Fleury, 1990; Scheinberg et al., 2002). Our data, however, points to a much later time course. The coordination measures examined showed that even 7-year-old children have not attained adult like control. In contrast, it was found that 10-year-old children are in a region in which they are transitioning to more adult-like levels of control. For example, the temporal coordination between postural (CoP) and manual (wrist) control and between wrist and trunk kinematics showed that all age groups exhibited similar coordination when the constraints of the task were not that difficult. However, when the task constraints were made more difficult the 7-year-olds exhibited more immature coordination patterns.

Interestingly, although the temporal wrist-trunk and CoP-wrist coordination patterns of 10-year-olds resembles adults; as discussed above, 10-year-old children still were not able to minimize CoP movements to the same level of adults during the adjustment phase of the reach. Based on the results from the CoP and trunk kinematic analysis, a proximal to distal developmental progression appears to occur, where trunk movement of the 10-year-olds appears to reach adult like levels before whole body postural adjustments of the CoP. Taken together, these results suggest that during tasks requiring altering degrees of precision and postural configurations, 10-year-olds appear to be in a transition period where their postural and manual control systems are starting to integrate to adult like levels (but are not yet quite at that point). The exact developmental trajectory of posture – manual coordination therefore depends on a large degree to the concurrently performed supra-postural task. Claims regarding when postural or manual control in children reach adult like levels need to take into consideration the nature and difficulty of the task.

Summary and conclusions
In this study, it was found that children do not exhibit the same trunk assisted manual synergies as adults. Specifically, older children and adults tend to adopt a ‘move and modulate’ strategy whereas young children appear to use a ‘move and stabilize strategy. Also, it was found that young children stabilize and control manual precision by freezing the trunk. However, adults tend to stabilize and control precision by controlling whole body postural fluctuations (minimizing the CoP). In general, changes in the aforementioned strategies suggest that young children have less adaptable strategies to control the body’s degrees of freedom when performing precision manual movements. Finally, 10-year-old children appear to be in a transition period and more adult coordinative modes are beginning to emerge.
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Figure 1.
Example triphasic speed profile of the wrist marker when fitting through the small opening. The first phase (accelerative), was defined as the time period between when the block first started to move (as identified by the synchronized DV recording) to the time the wrist reached maximum velocity (denoted by first vertical dotted line). The second phase (decelerative) was defined as the time period between max velocity to the time when the wrist velocity fell below 100 mm/s (denoted by second vertical dotted line). The accelerative and decelerative phases represented the transport of the hand to the opening. The last phase of the reach, the adjustment phase, was when small adjustments of the hand were made when preparing to fit the block through the opening. The onset of the adjustment phase was identified as the point in time when speed of the wrist first dropped below 100 mm/s. The offset of the adjustment phase was identified as the point of time when the block broke the plane of the opening (as identified by the synchronized DV recording). A similar profile was observed when fitting through the large opening except that the duration of the adjustment phase was much shorter.
Figure 2.
Average trunk speed while the wrist was in the accelerative (2a, 2b), decelerative (2c, 2d) and adjustment phase (2e, 2f) of the fitting movement. The left column represents data from the near target condition and the right column data from the far target condition for the small and large openings. Data are collapsed across trials in the light and dark trials.
Figure 3.
Straightness ratio of the trunk for the a) small and b) large opening at the near and far distance. Data are collapsed across the light and dark conditions. Higher numbers represent a less straight path.
Figure 4.
Temporal coordination between the time when the trunk reached max speed relative to the wrist when fitting through a) the small opening and b) the large opening. Data are collapsed across the light and dark conditions.